Directories and Internet Search

- **Accountant Finder** (an online directory of CPA and Accounting firms.)
- **American Economic Association** (online resources for everyone in the economics profession, including lesson plan ideas, advice on grad school applications, upcoming conferences in your field, or data for a research project.)
- **CPA Finder** (directory of accountants and CPAs.)
- **CPAteam.com** (online directories and news for CPAs)
- **GradSchools.com** (a directory of graduate schools and programs.)
- **National Center for Educational Statistics** (search for schools, colleges, and libraries)
- **Online Schools.org** (guides for locating online educational resources.)
- **State Boards of Accountancy** (directory of each state courtesy of NASBA)
- **Wachowicz’s Web World** (Web sites/directories useful for finance students.)